HIGH-TECH ENTERPRISE
BINGO CHALLENGE
What are the odds that your enterprise is benefiting from all the innovative technologies?
We invite you to complete the Bingo Challenge by NNTC and check how technologically
savvy and lucky you are.
Cross out all cells with activities your company has. When you cross out a row, column,
or five diagonal cells, you have Bingo!

Gathering room
occupancy statistics

Vehicle plate numbers
recognition by video
analytics

Touch-free substitutes
for any possible
procedure

Emergency response
in less than three
seconds

Yes, we have heard
about Vision Zero

Our facility has
a digital twin

Check-in/out at the
start/end of a working
day using video analytics

BIM helps our building
use resources efficiently

Looking for someone?
IoT finds the person
in a few clicks

We are unafraid
of human error

Cameras recognize
personal protective
equipment on
an employee

RPA handles document
management and other
routine tasks

The occupational safety
control interface is very
user-friendly

Our hard hats are
smart, as they are
equipped with smart
modules

Employee temperature
checks are automatic
and contactless

If an employee
has fallen or has not
moved for a long time,
the operator will get
notification

VR-based employee
training

If an employee is
diagnosed with
COVID-19, we can
easily track all their last
business contacts

Video cameras
recognize bad behavior
automatically

We can get a shift report
in just two clicks and for
any period of time

Our cameras
automatically detect
smoke and fire

Video cameras
automatically recognize
any employee on site

Our security officers
enjoy complete visibility
via a 3D interface

We can easily transfer
employees to remote
work with remote access,
if necessary

High-tech enterprise

Want to cross over all cells? Feel free to contact NNTC experts and
we will help youlevel up your manufacturing facility!
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Dubai, UAE
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